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Abstract We have recently suggested that the nearly constant duration of low-frequency earthquakes
(LFEs) (and, equivalently, the band limitation of tectonic tremor) manifests a moment-duration scaling that
is fundamentally different from regular earthquakes and is most easily explained as rupture on asperities
of roughly constant dimension. In that work, we employed qualitative arguments against potential bias by
attenuation. Here we examine the role of attenuation more quantitatively through an analysis that avoids
specification of particular source (e.g., Brune) models and relies on the particle velocity spectral maximum
as the definition of apparent corner frequency. The analysis leads to the formal definition of a saturation
frequency as the limiting value of apparent corner frequency as the true corner frequency tends infinity. The
saturation frequency, a formal equivalent to fmax, can be used to set bounds on path-averaged quality factor
Q. We apply these relations to deep crustal and intraslab earthquakes beneath Vancouver Island to estimate
bulk crustal attenuation parameters that are subsequently used to correct apparent corner frequency
measurements of LFEs reported in our earlier work. The attenuation bias due to bulk crustal structure is
shown to be small, with negligible effect on the principal conclusions of that study. However, a review of
laboratory and seismic refraction measurements of attenuation in oceanic basalts and evidence for high
P-to-S LFE corner frequency ratios raises the possibility that strong, highly localized, near-source attenuation
accompanying high pore-fluid pressures could cause the bandlimited nature of LFEs through the depletion
of high frequencies.

1. Introduction

Low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are small magnitude repeating earthquakes that occur in association with
slow, aseismic slip. LFEs are peculiar in that they typically manifest in the 1–10 Hz frequency band and are
depleted in high-frequency content relative to traditional earthquakes of the same moment. In a recent
study [Bostock et al., 2015], we examined the moment (M0) versus duration (𝜏) scaling of LFEs below southern
Vancouver Island, using almost 270,000 detections recorded between 2003 and 2013. Our analysis suggests
that LFEs obey a scaling close to 𝜏 ∝ M1∕10

0 that is distinct from regular earthquakes, which, for the most
part, conform with the expectation of self-similarity, namely, 𝜏 ∝ M1∕3

0 [e.g., Ide and Beroza, 2001; Prieto et al.,
2004]. Our result is also distinct from the 𝜏 ∝ M0 scaling proposed by Ide et al. [2007] for general slow-slip

phenomena. The simplest interpretation of the 𝜏 ∝ M1∕10
0 scaling is that LFEs occur on spatially restricted

asperities such that their moment is governed primarily by slip whereas area, rupture velocity, and duration
remain approximately constant. Similar interpretations have been advanced for some populations of regu-
lar earthquakes [e.g., Harrington and Brodsky, 2009]. Our treatment of LFEs accounted for the effects of bulk
path attenuation on waveform amplitudes by incorporating attenuation factors based on tremor studies of
Baltay and Beroza [2013] and Yabe et al. [2014], but not for pulse broadening through the preferential depletion
of high-frequency energy. We argued that for the low frequencies that characterize LFEs, such effects would
be small.

Our focus in the present work is to quantify the bias introduced by attenuation on the previously proposed
LFE moment-duration scaling, by estimating bulk crustal quality factor Q below southern Vancouver Island
using near-epicentral recordings of deep crustal and intraslab earthquakes that lie in close proximity to
LFEs. Our estimation approach is somewhat unconventional in that it relies on measurements of a mod-
eled parameter that we refer to as “saturation” frequency, which, with certain caveats, corresponds to the
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parameter fmax defined by Hanks [1982]. It can also be related to the 𝜅 parameter originally defined by Ander-
son and Hough [1984] that finds wide use in engineering applications [e.g., Ktenidou et al., 2014]. Our derivation
of saturation frequency is free of source model parameterizations [e.g., Brune, 1970; Boatwright, 1978], admits
frequency-dependent attenuation, and relies on a definition of apparent corner frequency as the maximum
of the particle velocity spectrum of an isolated P or S waveform. If saturation frequency can be confidently
measured from small events, it may be used to estimate path-averaged Q. We employ this approach to esti-
mate attenuation beneath southern Vancouver Island from recordings of small intraslab and deep crustal
events. The same formulation is then used in reverse to correct the LFE apparent frequencies and proposed
moment-duration scaling for bias due to attenuation.

After presenting the analytical framework of our approach in the following section, we describe the data,
practical measurement of saturation frequency, and recovery of Q from Vancouver Island seismograms.
We then correct LFE moment-duration scaling for attenuation considering both frequency-dependent and
frequency-independent Q models. Finally, we review laboratory and seismic refraction evidence for high
attenuation levels within fluid-saturated basalt that, together with suggestive evidence for unusually high
P-to-S apparent corner frequency ratios for LFEs, may provide an alterative explanation for the peculiar band
limitation of tremor.

2. Corner Frequencies and Attenuation From the Velocity Spectrum

We introduce a generic earthquake source model by writing the particle displacement spectrum |u(𝜔)| of an
individual body wave phase in the absence of attenuation in the functional form:

|u(𝜔)| = S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
. (1)

The functional dependence upon 𝜔∕𝜔c establishes a scaling dependent upon corner frequency 𝜔c. We

further impose the physical constraint [Aki and Richards, 2002] that S
(

𝜔

𝜔c

)
tend to a constant proportional to

earthquake moment M0 at low frequencies such that

lim
𝜔→0

S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
= constant × M0, lim

𝜔→0

𝜕S
𝜕𝜔

= 0. (2)

The corner frequency 𝜔c will be defined here as the global maximum of the corresponding particle velocity
spectrum |v(𝜔)|:

|v(𝜔)| = 𝜔 S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
, (3)

which increases over the interval 0<𝜔<𝜔c owing to (2) and decreases for 𝜔>𝜔c at some rate that need not
be specified for our purposes. Consequently, 𝜔c must satisfy

S(1) = −𝜔c
𝜕S
𝜕𝜔

||||𝜔=𝜔c

. (4)

The family of earthquake spectral models proposed by [Boatwright, 1978] belongs to the class of S
(

𝜔

𝜔c

)
and

was originally written as follows:

|u(𝜔)| = M0[
1 + (𝜔∕𝜔b)n𝛾

]1∕𝛾 . (5)

The exponents n and 𝛾 parameterize this family, and we note that the Brune [1970] source model is a par-
ticular case specified through n = 2, 𝛾 = 1 (see Figure 1). Although 𝜔b is nominally referred to as “corner
frequency” in this representation, |v(𝜔b)|does not generally correspond to the maximum of |v(𝜔)|(= |v(𝜔c)|).
It is straightforward to show that

𝜔b = (n − 1)
1

n𝛾 𝜔c, (6)
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Figure 1. True source particle velocity spectrum (blue) for Brune model with corner frequency 10 Hz, and resulting P
(red) and S wave (green) spectra for a model incorporating attenuation at X = 50 km, QP = 300, QS = 150,
VP = 6.7 km/s, and VS = VP∕

√
3. Circles at spectral maxima are solutions to (10).

where it becomes apparent that 𝜔b = 𝜔c only when n = 2. Equation (5) can thus be recast as follows:

|u(𝜔)| = S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
=

M0[
1 + 1

n−1

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)n𝛾]1∕𝛾 . (7)

In keeping with our focus on the spectral properties of an individual P or S waveform, we model attenuation
in the ray approximation through a possibly frequency-dependent t∗ operator:

t∗(𝜔) = ∫ray

dx
V(x)Q(x, 𝜔)

= X

V Q(𝜔)
, (8)

where V(x), Q(x, 𝜔) and V , Q(𝜔) are the local and path-averaged velocities and quality factors, respectively,
and X is the total path length. The particle velocity spectrum in the presence of attenuation thus becomes

|v(𝜔)| = 𝜔 S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
e−𝜔t∗(𝜔)∕2. (9)

The value of 𝜔 at which (9) is maximized now depends on both attenuation and the true source corner
frequency (e.g., Figure 1) and so is termed the apparent corner frequency 𝜔′

c = 𝜔′
c(Q, 𝜔c). It satisfies

S

(
𝜔′

c

𝜔c

)[(
𝜔′

c

)2 𝜕t∗

𝜕𝜔

||||𝜔=𝜔′
c

+ 𝜔′
ct∗ − 2

]
= 2𝜔′

c
𝜕S
𝜕𝜔

||||𝜔=𝜔′
c

. (10)

For a given path length X , the behavior of 𝜔′
c = 𝜔′

c(Q, 𝜔c) as 𝜔c tends to infinity leads to the definition of a
saturation frequency �̂�′

c:

�̂�′
c(Q) = lim

𝜔c→∞
𝜔′

c(Q, 𝜔c), (11)

which can be recovered from (2) and (10) and noting that

lim
𝜔c→∞

S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
= lim

𝜔→0
S

(
𝜔

𝜔c

)
, lim

𝜔c→∞

𝜕S
𝜕𝜔

= lim
𝜔→0

𝜕S
𝜕𝜔

. (12)

Accordingly, the saturation frequency must satisfy[(
�̂�′

c

)2 𝜕t∗

𝜕𝜔

||||𝜔=�̂�′
c

+ �̂�′
ct∗ − 2

]
= 0, (13)

which is independent of the details of the source model S
(

𝜔

𝜔c

)
beyond the physical constraints in (2).
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Figure 2. Apparent corner frequency f ′c as a function of true corner frequency fc and (a) frequency-independent Q and
(b) frequency-dependent Q(f ) = Q0f−𝛼 for 𝛼 = 0.65. Values are plotted for x = 50 km and VS = 3.85 km/s.

Figure 2 displays two examples of apparent corner frequency as a function of path-averaged quality factor and
true corner frequency for a path length of X = 50 km, where we rewrite radial frequencies as linear frequencies,
(e.g., fc = 𝜔c∕(2𝜋) and f ′c = 𝜔′

c∕(2𝜋)). In the first model (Figure 2a), we plot the results for the Brune source
model with frequency-independent Q. Contours of f ′c (Q, fc) display a characteristic “L” shape. As Q tends to
infinity (i.e., no attenuation), the apparent corner frequency is asymptotic to the true corner frequency, as
expected. As true corner frequency tends to infinity, f ′c (Q, fc) approaches the saturation frequency f̂ ′c (Q), which,
from (13), satisfies

f̂ ′c (Q) =
1
𝜋t∗

= Q
𝜋 t

, (14)

where t = X∕V is the ray theoretic traveltime. Moreover, for any given X , V pair, there is a minimum possible
value of Q capable of generating an observed apparent corner frequency f ′c , such that

Q ≥ 𝜋 f ′c t, (15)

with strict equality attained for f ′c = f̂ ′c .

The expression in (14) is equivalent to that cited by Hanks [1982] in his consideration of attenuation as a cause
for fmax, the frequency at which observed far-field S wave acceleration spectra in California cease to be flat and
diminish abruptly. Equation (14) is also comparable to a saturation frequency defined by Anderson [1986] and
written here as f̂ ′A that involves the “attenuation” parameter 𝜅:

f̂ ′A = 2
𝜋 e 𝜅

. (16)

We may draw an equivalence between 𝜅 and t∗ if the spectrum from which f̂ ′A is determined in (16)
corresponds to an individual body wave phase for which the ray theoretic description (8) is accurate.
Equation (16) can be derived as the intersection of horizontal asymptote with a linearization of exponential
decay about the value of frequency at which power law (𝜔−2) decay is realized, in the log displacement-log
frequency domain. The difference between (14) and (16) demonstrates that saturation frequency depends on
how source corner frequency is defined, with (1) velocity spectral maximum and (2) intersection of asymptotes
definitions yielding similar but nonequivalent results.

The model shown in Figure 2b employs the Brune spectral model with a frequency-dependent attenuation
parameterization of the form

Q = Q0 f 𝛼, t∗ = t∗0 f−𝛼, (17)

where Q0 and t∗0 = X∕(Q0V) are reference values at f = 1 Hz. The general behavior is similar to that in Figure 2a,
with well-defined vertical and horizontal asymptotes, although the latter is shifted to lower values of quality
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factor due to the increased attenuation per wavelength at low frequencies. The saturation frequency defining
the horizontal asymptote in this case can be shown to equal

f̂ ′c (Q0) =
[

2
𝜋 t∗0 (1 − 𝛼)

]1∕(1−𝛼)

=
[

Q0

𝜋 t (1 − 𝛼)

]1∕(1−𝛼)

. (18)

In analogy with (15), we may place a minimum bound on Q0 for any observed f ′c :

Q0 ≥ 𝜋 (f ′c )
1−𝛼 (1 − 𝛼) t, (19)

with equality once more attained at f ′c = f̂ ′c . A single measurement of f̂ ′c will thus suffice to provide an estimate
of Q0 assuming a value of 𝛼. If multiple measurements of f̂ ′c are available for different distances X and the sam-
pled medium is homogeneous, then 𝛼 can, in principle, be determined as the value that minimizes variance
across individual Q0 estimates via a line search. In practice, spectrum curvature as employed in parameteric
fitting [e.g., Stachnik et al., 2004] will yield better constrained estimates of 𝛼.

3. Constraints on Q Within the Cascadia Forearc

Our interest in attenuation is motivated by a desire to quantify its potential effects in biassing estimates of
corner frequencies of southern Vancouver Island LFEs reported in Bostock et al. [2015]. In the previous section,
we have shown that any observed apparent corner frequency f ′c supplies a lower bound on the path-averaged
quality factor Q for a given X , V pair (equations (15) and (19)). Consequently, the highest lower bound for Q
will come from seismic events with apparent corner frequencies that approach their saturation values defined
in (14) for frequency-independent attenuation or, more generally, in (18). LFEs are, by their band-limited,
low-frequency and low-amplitude nature, ill suited for the purpose of estimating attenuation, and so we turn
to intraslab and deep (>20 km) crustal events that sample similar bulk crustal structure but are characterized
by significantly higher corner frequencies. From the resulting Q estimates we may then quantify the likely bias
induced in apparent corner frequency measurements f ′c of LFEs away from their true values fc.

We employ 100 samples per second (sps) data recorded at Portable Observatories for Lithospheric Analysis
and Research in Seismicity (POLARIS) stations KLNB, MGCB, SSIB, and TWKB between 2002 and 2006 [Nicholson
et al., 2005] (note under KLNB, we consider two sites: KELB and KLNB occupied in 2002–2003 and 2004–2006,
respectively, and separated by∼100 m). These stations employed Guralp CMG3-ESP seismometers purchased
concurrently with the same nominal response (flat to velocity from 0.01 to 50 Hz). They also formed part of the
Bostock et al. [2015] study though they were resampled to 40 sps therein to facilitate analysis and comparison
with data from other stations in the region. Figure 3 displays a map of station locations and the epicenters of
various classes of seismic events. Table 1 provides hypocentral information on 27 events for which apparent
corner frequencies f ′P , f ′S (values of f ′c specific to P and S waves, respectively), could be confidently measured
from well-defined peaks in the particle velocity spectra of P and S windows chosen to represent the primary
body wave signal. This selection consists primarily of events with local magnitudes ML ≤1.1 that are likely to
possess true corner frequencies well above 10 Hz and also includes several of the largest (ML ≥ 2.1) events
that occurred during the deployment period, for comparative purposes. Events 040424 and 040322 are worth
noting. The former event represents the largest (ML=2.1) member of a sequence of some 30 repeating, deep
crustal events north of station PGC that occurred between March and May 2004. The sequence also includes
event 040322, the smallest (ML ∼−0.5 based on a maximum absolute amplitude∼450 times smaller than that
of event 040424, see Figure 4), visually identified member of the sequence. Spectra were computed using
multitaper estimates (from 7 Slepian tapers and a time half bandwidth product of 4), over windowed vertical
components for P wave spectra, and as the mean of windowed north and east components for S wave spectra.
Multitaper spectral analysis produces well-constrained, stable spectral estimates in portions of the earthquake
spectrum that have large amplitude [e.g., Park et al., 1987; Prieto et al., 2004], as at f ′c . An example is shown in
Figure 5. The events represent a selection of deep crustal (>20 km) and intraslab (>30 km) earthquakes from
the Geological Survey of Canada earthquake catalogue for the POLARIS deployment period.

In Figure 6, we present several summary plots of corner frequency measurements and related quantities.
Figure 6 (left column) displays plots of log10(f ′P), log10(f ′S) versus ML. In the absence of attenuation, we would
expect these measurements to lie along a line of slope −3, reflecting the generally recognized self-similarity
of regular earthquakes. In contrast, both quantities appear largely independent of magnitude. f ′S displays con-
siderably less variability than f ′P for stations TWKB, MGCB, and SILB, with TWKB characterized by the highest

BOSTOCK ET AL. CORNER FREQUENCIES AND ATTENUATION 5
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Figure 3. Map of stations (black inverted triangles), LFEs (red dots), crustal (cyan dots), and intraslab (blue dots)
earthquakes considered in this study. The epicenter corresponding to template 065, referred to in Figure 8, is labeled
and located immediately to the southwest of station MGCB.

values (25–35 Hz), MGCB and SILB falling dominantly between 9 and 15 Hz, and KLNB exhibiting the largest
range of variation. Ranges for f ′P exhibit less obvious control by station. Recordings for the two largest events
(ML > 3.0) display the lowest apparent P corner frequencies (∼10 Hz) suggesting a waning influence of atten-
uation for higher magnitude events. This trend to lower apparent frequencies for larger magnitude events
is less obvious for f ′S , for which there are examples of smaller events that also share lower apparent corner
frequencies, suggesting increased attenuation due to the larger number of wavelengths per unit distance
traveled. This contention is supported by Figure 4 in which P and S waveforms for repeating events 040322 and
040424 are displayed in black and red, respectively. S waveforms for the two events are very similar indicat-
ing minor differences in spectral content, whereas P waveforms display significantly lower frequency content
for the larger, ML = 2.1 event. This observation further suggests that apparent S corner frequency measure-
ments f ′S closely approach their saturation values f̂ ′S for events ML ≤ 2.1 and the path lengths considered
[cf., Hanks, 1982].

Plots of f ′P, f ′S versus raypath length are shown in Figure 6 (right column). In a strongly attenuating, homo-
geneous medium where apparent corner frequencies approach their saturation values, we would anticipate
that apparent corner frequency decrease as 1∕X as per (14) and (18). Unsurprisingly, given the results above,
there is little evidence for such a dependence; apparent corner frequencies are, as before, largely controlled
by station, an effect that is more pronounced for S waves than for P waves. The collective behavior of apparent
corner frequencies as functions of magnitude and raypath length, namely, that they are strongly controlled by
station, most likely indicates that near-surface site effects have a dominating influence upon apparent corner
frequency measurements above 10 Hz for ML <1.0, and particularly so for S waves [e.g., Ktenidou et al., 2014].
We proceed to consider the data in Figures 6 and 7 and their implications for LFE spectral estimates in light of
a nominal model for attenuation under the assumption that near-receiver effects are adequately described
within the ray theoretic description (8).

4. Bias in LFE S Corner Frequencies Due To Crustal Attenuation

To examine the effect of attenuation on the estimation of LFE corner frequencies described by Bostock et al.
[2015], we first consider a Brune spectral model where we focus on S waves and adopt a value QS that is

BOSTOCK ET AL. CORNER FREQUENCIES AND ATTENUATION 6
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Table 1. Origin Times, Hypocenters, and Local Magnitudes of Regular Earthquakes Examined in
This Study, as Determined by the Geological Survey of Canada

Date (YYMMDD) Time (HH:MM:SS) Latitude (∘N) Longitude (∘E) Depth (km) ML

020921 00:55:20 48.490 −123.151 26.2 4.3

020926 07:00:04 48.489 −123.164 24.8 2.8

021016 08:05:43 48.453 −123.344 45.0 0.8

030114 00:06:05 48.490 −123.154 25.8 2.4

030710 23:45:51 48.786 −123.241 54.1 0.8

030906 23:08:26 48.663 −123.874 23.7 0.8

030911 14:29:35 48.791 −123.254 55.4 0.6

031002 08:45:55 48.531 −123.866 22.1 0.3

031012 03:42:36 48.407 −123.227 44.8 2.4

031112 23:21:09 48.605 −123.630 21.8 0.9

040322 13:14:35 48.727 −123.529 25.3 −0.5

040424 06:00:15 48.727 −123.529 25.3 2.1

040708 02:31:16 48.583 −123.118 51.2 0.5

040906 04:52:32 48.478 −123.277 47.2 0.8

041004 18:46:14 48.487 −123.142 54.3 0.9

050104 18:53:09 48.532 −123.207 31.1 1.1

050108 07:58:38 48.661 −123.735 20.5 1.0

050417 00:44:14 48.643 −123.496 45.9 1.0

050422 12:55:40 48.603 −123.417 46.8 0.9

050506 13:00:45 48.479 −123.474 43.5 0.7

050616 12:16:30 48.592 −123.121 45.7 0.8

050618 20:31:05 48.488 −123.322 46.9 0.7

050624 02:51:00 48.665 −123.232 54.8 0.3

050625 08:36:44 48.429 −123.275 46.7 0.4

050710 08:45:59 48.518 −123.516 27.1 0.3

060115 12:29:45 48.565 −123.533 44.4 3.6

060308 04:56:03 48.414 −123.241 48.0 0.5

independent of frequency. In our choice of a nominal value QS = 450, we have considered station SILB that
displays comparable minimum bounds on Q for P and S waves with medians of 454 and 482, respectively
(see Figure 7). We employ a traveltime of t = 13 s corresponding to a median path length of 50 km and an
S velocity of 3.85 km/s. Observations of apparent LFE corner frequencies by Bostock et al. [2015] led to their
proposal of a model for moment-duration scaling, 𝜏 ∝ M1∕10

0 , that differs significantly from that expected for
self-similarity, namely, 𝜏 ∝ M1∕3

0 (note that duration is inversely proportional to corner frequency, 𝜏 ∝ f−1
c ).

Their interpretation would imply that LFE sources are governed by an intrinsic temporal scale unlike regular
earthquakes or other slow-slip phenomena that obey 𝜏 ∝ M0 [Ide et al., 2007]. Observed LFE moment magni-
tudes range between approximately Mw 1.0 and 2.5, corresponding to a ratio of moments of about 177. The
range of observed apparent corner frequencies corresponds to approximately 1.5–2.5 Hz, consistent with
the proposed scaling (i.e., 2.5∕1.5 ≈1770.1). We assume a Brune model and employ the analytical framework
developed in previous sections for the material (QS, VS) and geometric (X) properties specified above, to map
the apparent corner frequency range of [1.5, 2.5] Hz to a true corner frequency range of [1.733, 3.157] Hz, a
relatively minor distortion (and one which could be considered an upper bound, given the minimum-bound
nature of the employed Q estimate). Moreover, the effect on scaling is also small, with the original relation
revised to 𝜏 ∝ M0.116

0 . These calculations provide quantitative support for the more qualitative justifications
made by Bostock et al. [2015] for ignoring the effects of bulk crustal attenuation on LFE corner frequency
determination.

We note, however, that there is evidence from a study of attenuation within the Alaska subduction zone sup-
porting the existence of frequency-dependent Q within a tectonic environment similar to southern Vancouver
Island. Stachnik et al. [2004] reported that attenuation of primary body wave phases through the Alaskan

BOSTOCK ET AL. CORNER FREQUENCIES AND ATTENUATION 7
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Figure 4. Amplitude-normalized (top) P waveforms and (bottom) S waveforms for repeating crustal events 040322
(black, ML ≈ −0.5) and 040424 (red, ML = 2.1) recorded at station SSIB (see Table 1). Maximum absolute amplitude of
event 040424 is 450 times that of 040322. Alignment of P and S seismograms is accomplished with a single, common
time shift.

fore-arc crust and uppermost slab mantle was best modeled with a frequency dependence of the form defined
in (17) with 𝛼 = 0.65, using the Brune spectrum. We adopt this representation to examine frequency depen-
dence on LFE observations below southern Vancouver Island and employ a value of Q0S = 33.6, determined
once more as the median for data collected at SILB (Figure 7) using (19). In this case the apparent corner fre-
quency band [1.5, 2.5] Hz is mapped to true corner frequencies of [2.579, 4.901] Hz. This distortion is larger
than that for constant QS owing to the fact that low frequencies experience higher attenuation per wavelength
than high frequencies. The revised frequency band translates to a moment-duration scaling of 𝜏 ∝ M0.124

0
which, again, does not alter the principal conclusions drawn by Bostock et al. [2015].

5. LFE Corner Frequencies Ratios and High Attenuation at the LFE Source

In the preceding section, we have shown that bulk crustal attenuation is unlikely to significantly bias LFE
corner frequency measurements or the LFE moment-duration scaling proposed by Bostock et al. [2015]. We
proceed now to consider a second potential source of attenuation bias, namely, the possibility that Q values
in the immediate vicinity of the LFE source are anomalously low. We outline supporting evidence for this
conjecture in the form of high frequencies characterizing P waveforms for the strongest LFE detections, and
attenuation measurements on fluid-saturated basalts in lab samples and in in situ seismic refraction profiles.
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Figure 5. (top) Example waveforms and (bottom) velocity spectra (P wave is green; S waves on north and east components
are blue and red, respectively) for event 050417 recorded at station SILB.

For regular earthquakes, S wave corner frequencies are generally recognized to be lower than those for P
waves due to the stronger influence of directivity on the former [e.g., Sato and Hirasawa, 1973; Aki and Richards,
2002]. When averaged over the focal sphere, modeled ratios of P to S wave corner frequencies typically lie
close to 1.5 [Madariaga, 1976]. Bostock et al. [2015] noted that P and S waveforms on LFE templates displayed
no discernable difference in corner frequency, such that both modes were analyzed together. The assumption
in that work was that directivity effects were muted possibly due to the predominance of subvertical paths
from the subhorizontal plate boundary rupture surface. This geometry implies that raypaths are limited to
small angles away from the fault normal where the effects of directivity are least significant, and for which P
and S wave corner frequencies are anticipated to be most similar.

Individual detection P waveforms from LFEs are significantly more difficult to identify than S waveforms at
small epicentral distances since the shallowly dipping thrust source leads to a near-vertical auxiliary nodal
plane [Armbruster et al., 2014]. However, P signals do appear to emerge above background noise levels for
larger, isolated LFEs associated with rapid tremor reversals [Houston et al., 2011; Bostock et al., 2015], located
in close proximity to the axis of the POLARIS array and characterized by the highest signal-to-noise ratios.
Two example detections for template 065 are shown in red in Figure 8 with corresponding template wave-
forms plotted in black. Modal decomposition operators (see Kennett [1991], including a splitting correction
for S [Matharu et al., 2014]) have been determined for the template waveforms and subsequently applied
to corresponding detection waveforms to produce P and S wave signals with enhanced signal-to-noise
ratio. The hypocenter for this template lies at 39.8 km depth, a few kilometers to the SSW of station MGCB
(see Figure 3). The S waveforms of higher-quality detections display dominant frequencies that are compa-
rable to their template counterparts, suggesting S wave corner frequencies near 2.0 Hz. In contrast, where
noise levels permit comparison, P signals appear to be characterized by significantly higher dominant fre-
quencies, see, for example, stations SILB, SSIB, and PGC for the detection on 18 July 2004 and stations

BOSTOCK ET AL. CORNER FREQUENCIES AND ATTENUATION 9
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Figure 6. Plots of apparent corner frequencies f ′P , f ′
S

versus local magnitude ML and raypath length X are color coded
by station for deep crustal (circles) and intraslab earthquakes (crosses).

TWKB, TSJB, and TWBB on 16 September 2005 (shown in expanded scale in Figure 9). Although noise lev-
els preclude a calculation of meaningful spectra, simple peak-to-trough durations (multiplied by 2) yield
estimates of apparent P corner frequency between 5 and 10 Hz at these stations for these and other high
signal-to-noise ratio detections. Station SNB represents an outlier with typical values near 3 Hz, possibly
representing very strong near-receiver attenuation, which may help explain why the station was successful
in identification of P wave signals by correlation with S waveforms in the study of Armbruster et al. [2014].

Figure 7. Plots of (left) frequency-independent QP versus QS and (right) frequency-dependent attenuation parameters
Q0P versus Q0S. Stations are coded by color. Results from intraslab and crustal events are shown as crosses and circles,
respectively.
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Figure 8. (a and b, left) P waveforms and (a and b, right) S waveforms for LFE templates (black) and single detections
(red) on 18 July 2004 (Figure 8a) and 16 September 2005 (Figure 8b). Waveforms have been high-pass filtered
(eight-pole, two-pass Butterworth) at 0.8 Hz and cosine tapered over the first and final second.
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Figure 9. P waveforms at expanded scale for LFE templates (black) and single detections (red) on 18 July 2004 at
stations SILB, SSIB, and PGC and on 16 September 2005 for stations TWKB, TSJB, and TWBB. Note suggestion of higher
frequencies on individual detection waveforms.

We suspect that the markedly lower frequencies on template (versus detection) P waveforms results from a
network-correlation-coefficient-based alignment that is controlled by higher amplitude S signals leading to
misstacking of P signals from nearby but noncolocated LFEs.

Thus LFE corner frequency ratios fP∕fS > 2.5 are implied and difficult to explain using simple kinematic descrip-
tions of source directivity [Molnar et al., 1973]. One possible explanation involves extreme variations in QP

and QS within the LFE source region. A variety of evidence, including seismic imaging [e.g., Shelly et al., 2007;
Audet et al., 2009], tidal modulation of tremor and LFEs [e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2008; Houston, 2015; Royer et al.,
2015] and triggered tremor from passing surface waves [e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2007] supports the existence of
high pore-fluid pressures where LFEs and tremor occur. The seismic evidence involves observations of high
(>2) VP∕VS ratios within a thin low-velocity zone (LVZ) that coincides with LFE hypocenters. This signature is
interpreted by Hansen et al. [2012] as due primarily to overpressured basalts of layer 2 plus or minus marine
sediments, based on comparisons with laboratory measurements [Christensen, 1984; Peacock et al., 2011] and
field observations [e.g., Salisbury and Christensen, 1978]. Laboratory measurements of QS∕QP indicate that this
quantity is a decreasing function of fluid-saturated porosity, and so decreases as VP∕VS increases. Figure 12 of
Tompkins and Christensen [2001] presents a compilation of such data that include oceanic basalts and demon-
strates this dependence at ultrasonic frequencies out to values of VP∕VS ≈ 1.9 and QS∕QP ≈ 0.1. Although
the possibility of scale dependence in mechanisms responsible for attenuation at seismological versus ultra-
sonic scales must be considered, the large values of VP∕VS (∼2.35) inferred for LFE source regions [Audet et al.,
2009] could thus imply small QS∕QP and potentially afford an explanation for the enigmatic low-frequency
signature of tremor.

For illustrative purposes, consider a simple calculation wherein we interpret the apparent corner
frequency measured for S waves from LFEs to be a saturation frequency (i.e., f ′S = f̂ ′S = 2.0 Hz) caused by strong,
near-source attenuation within the LVZ. Assuming frequency-independent attenuation, we may use
equation (14) along with some nominal values for path lengths and physical properties to estimate QS of the
LVZ. We consider a 50 km total path length comprising a 1 km transit through the LVZ with VS = 2.0 km/s,
VP∕VS = 2.5 combined with 49 km traveled through bulk continental crust with VS = 3.85 km/s, VP∕VS =

√
3,

and QS = QP = 450. The average QSVS product for the entire path is 100𝜋 km/s (see (14)), which in turn implies
a value of QS = 3.8 for the LVZ using (8). If the true crustal QS is higher than that assumed above, the LVZ QS

will be lower, but not significantly so since attenuation is dominated by the LVZ (a doubling of crustal QS to
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900 yields an LVZ QS of 3.4). Unfortunately, we are not aware of QS values reported for in situ upper oceanic
crust (layer 2). Laboratory values of QS for basalt reported by Tompkins and Christensen [2001] range down to
5.2, but those authors were unable to obtain adequate signal-to-noise ratios for 18 of 32 samples with the
lowest QP values (and so likely the lowest QS values). Hence, they acknowledge a sampling bias and that the
lowest QS values for their data set are likely significantly less than 5.2.

We may also compare this calculation of LVZ QS = 3.8 with reported in situ values of QP for layer 2 in young
oceanic crust from refraction profiles compiled by Tompkins and Christensen [1999] (including three stud-
ies of a total of five from the Juan de Fuca ridge). These values range between 10 and 100 with a
majority falling between 10 and 20. Assuming comparable values (QP = 10, 20 and hence relatively modest
QS∕QP =0.38, 0.19) for the LVZ, we may work backward through this calculation to predict P wave saturation
frequencies of 8.75 and 12.1 Hz, respectively. These values roughly coincide with the range of dominant P
wave frequencies estimated from records like that in Figure 9.

These calculations, based on and/or consistent with field and laboratory measurements of rock physical prop-
erties, support the hypothesis that true LFE corner frequencies could be significantly higher than 12 Hz but are
biassed to saturation values in particle velocity spectra owing to pronounced, near-source attenuation asso-
ciated with high pore-fluid pressure. A similar proposition has been advanced previously by Gomberg et al.
[2012] based on analysis of spectral decay rates for seismicity in Washington state. A corollary is that the LFE
moment-duration scaling proposed by Bostock et al. [2015] could be invalid. There appears, however, to be
one key piece of evidence that is difficult to reconcile with such an interpretation, namely, the appearance of
high frequencies (≥10 Hz) in S waves of intraslab events and the observation that high pore-fluid pressures,
as revealed by VP∕VS ∼2.35, are prevalent throughout the tremor-prone fore-arc region [Audet et al., 2009;
Hansen et al., 2012]. One would predict, given the anticipated overlap in path distribution at LVZ levels implied
in Figure 3 for waves originating at LFEs and intraslab earthquakes, that signals from intraslab earthquakes
would exhibit still more severe S wave attenuation than those from LFEs given that their raypaths traverse the
LVZ in its entirety as opposed to a short transit confined to the vicinity of its upper boundary [Nowack and
Bostock, 2013]. We note that Yabe et al. [2014] present evidence for path-dependent, increased attenuation
in intraslab earthquakes compared to tremor, but not to the extent of significantly distorting the earthquake
spectrum. Gomberg et al. [2012] have also suggested increased attenuation for events traveling through the
LVZ region, but their analysis of events for Washington and southernmost Vancouver Island did not include
any intraslab earthquakes from the latter region and so their results may be influenced by Q variations in
bulk crustal structure, namely, pronounced low-velocity material underlying the Olympic Peninsula (see their
Figure 3). The Q estimates for southern Vancouver Island based on saturation frequency in Figure 7 either show
little evidence for significant differences between crustal and intraslab events for frequency-independent Q
(Figure 7, left) or the suggestion of reduced frequency-dependent Q for crustal events (Figure 7, right). The
latter trend runs counter to the expectation for a highly attenuating LVZ.

A reconciliation of the widespread, high VP∕VS LVZ and high-frequency S waveforms from intraslab events
with a model for LFE spectra controlled by strong near-source attenuation would appear to require (a) that the
high VP∕VS ratios that define the LVZ and imply high pore-fluid pressures need not imply low QS and QS∕QP

and (b) that low QS and QS∕QP are not only spatially confined in a vertical sense but also laterally such that
they exist only in the immediate LFE hypocentral region. If the latter condition holds, then it suggests the
possibility of highly localized variability in other physical properties, most notably friction that must govern
the generation of LFEs in the first place.

6. Conclusions

We have examined the effect of attenuation bias on earthquake corner frequency as measured by the particle
velocity spectral maximum for a generic description of the earthquake source spectrum. This analysis leads to
the definition of a saturation frequency for a given attenuation model and source-receiver path and minimum
bounds on path-averaged Q for a given observed apparent corner frequency. These relations are applied in
the analysis of a suite of deep (>20 km) crustal and intraslab earthquakes below southern Vancouver Island
for which saturation frequencies appear to be reached for events ML ≤ 1.0. Although there is considerable
variability in crustal Q estimates that is likely associated primarily with near-receiver attenuation, we have
chosen representative, but conservative estimates of path-averaged constant and frequency-dependent Q
to examine biassing effects on LFE corner frequencies. The bias due to bulk crustal structure is shown to be
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small owing to the low frequencies that dominate LFE velocity spectra (roughly equivalent to the corner fre-
quency of an Mw ∼ 4.5 regular earthquake). Hence, crustal attenuation is unlikely to invalidate the conclusions

drawn by Bostock et al. [2015] concerning LFE moment-duration scaling (𝜏 ∼ M
1

10
0 ). That scaling implies a rel-

atively constant LFE source duration, perhaps most simply interpreted as resulting from a relatively constant
asperity dimension.

We have also presented evidence that suggests apparent P wave corner frequencies of LFEs lie between
5 and 10 Hz and so differ significantly from the ∼2 Hz signals observed for S waves, with a resulting ratio
that is considerably higher than the average corner frequency ratio fP∕fS ∼ 1.5 expected for regular earth-
quakes. Laboratory measurements of attenuation in fluid-saturated basalts at high pore pressure indicate that
anomalously low QS, QP , and QS∕QP are likely to accompany high VP∕VS characterizing the LVZ in which LFEs
originate. We have shown through simple calculations that interpretation of LFE apparent S wave corner fre-
quencies as saturation frequencies leads to estimates of LVZ QS consistent with available lab measurements,
and that in situ seismic refraction estimates of layer 2 QP predict LFE P wave saturation frequencies compa-
rable to those inferred from observations. Consequently, strong source-localized P and S wave attenuation
accompanying high pore-fluid pressures could provide an explanation for the nearly constant duration of LFEs
(or, equivalently, the band limitation of tremor) and invalidate the moment-duration scaling proposed by
Bostock et al. [2015]. However, issues remain with both this explanation and the alternative that LFEs originate
from asperities with approximately constant dimension. Resolution of these issues constitutes fruitful ground
for future research.
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